CCH® TAGETIK SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING* FOR
FASHION, APPAREL & FOOTWEAR BRANDS

Model future releases to

Enhance knowledge-sharing

Harmonize inventory levels

align promotion, pricing, and

with suppliers and customers

in real-time with improved

production plans with demand

on a unified, end-to-end

supply chain reaction power.

forecasts.

platform.

Tailored Solution

Proven Benefits

PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT

New collection releases are orchestrated with ease and accuracy, resulting in

ADVANCED DEMAND
PLANNING

Statistical forecasting layered with valuable team insight provides visibility of best-

optimal order fulfillment and little to no waste. Automate planning processes and
smoothly manage phase-ins and phase-outs.

and worst-case scenarios with unprecedented forecast accuracy. Probabilistic,
consensus-based planning means you meet customer demand under the
most volatile conditions.

SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING FOR FASHION,
APPAREL & FOOTWEAR BRANDS

MULTI-ECHELON INVENTORY
OPTIMIZATION

Inventories are balanced across the entire network based on real-time demand
data. Using an unlimited number of inventory strategies and optimization rules,
you can drive product toward demand in real-time, reducing stockouts and wasted
inventory.

RAPID REPLENISHMENT

Take back mid-season replenishment by making early purchase commitments to
suppliers with higher confidence. Buy and deliver popular styles before they sell
out or become obsolete.

PRODUCTION PLANNING

Account for any number of constraints including working calendar days, true lead
time variance, MOQs, and manufacturing, warehouse, or freight capacity. Plan for
optimum production efficiency across the network to meet customer demand ontime and in-full.

PRODUCT ASSORTMENT
OPTIMIZATION

Leverage omni-channel visibility and analysis to suggest the best product mixes
to your channels through cohort analysis. Sales teams can confidently promote
product assortments that will bring the most value to both your brand and the
retailer.

*Wolters Kluwer acquired Vanguard Software, a global provider of cloud-based integrated business planning (IBP) solutions, extending the award-winning CCH® Tagetik corporate performance
management (CPM) expert solution into sales and operations planning, including supply chain planning.
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